It’s time to change the system

BAADER 2” ClickLock® - System

No more thumbscrews.

The barrels of your precious 2"-formal eyepieces and accessories will never again be marred by thumbscrews.

With the revolutionary ClickLock (CL) collet, simply apply gentle fingertip pressure to a knurled lever to securely retain your eyepieces and other accessories in an elegant mechanism that applies uniform pressure around the circumference of their barrels and permits interchanging them with lightning speed!

Rotating the locking collar by only 20 degrees, holds an eyepiece so securely that it is possible to vertically suspend a massive (57-pound) C-14 tube assembly.

Extensively tested, the ClickLock (CL) collet’s durable and robust construction will provide years of trouble-free service.

BAADER 2” ClickLock® (CL) dielectric StarDiagonal

- Oversized 2" dielectric X/16 wave mirror, hardcoated for strach free cleaning
- Baader dielectric coating rejects UV and IR wavelengths, offering highest eye-safety during solar observation
- Giant clear aperture throughout for unigovetted widefield Observation
- Ergonomic shape, no sharp edges
- Baader 2" CL-clamp for ultrafast clamping action
- Effortless clamping with heavy gloves - no thumbscrews
- Mirror housing w/ln integrated 2" SC threads
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